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The Samsung Galaxy S2 is an excellent Android Smartphone and it has stuffed the sales counters
of all the markets of United Kingdom and of other countries of the globe. The handset has a
spacious playground, that is, the ever-sensitive, high resolution and capacitive touchscreen of 4.3
inches and the silk-soft trackpad. Use of the technology of Super AMOLED Plus in this kind of
Smartphone is simply a necessary up-gradation. The screen has been provided with protection of
Gorilla Glass which acts for protecting the screen and keeping the same free from scratches. The
visual level of the touchscreen display for games, apps, texts or videos is very high.

The Samsung Galaxy S2 is rich with the provisions for 3G connectivity supported with Wi-Fi DLNA
and Wi-Fi Direct. Armed with the DLNA Wi-Fi plus MHL AV link, the handset can comfortably link
the users with their home television and they feel happier when they view the actions on the bigger
screen.

This handset has been integrated with dual core 1.2MHz high power processor and provisions have
been made to run the system by Android Gingerboard. The net outcome is that the Samsung
Galaxy S2 stands for best of the speed and impression available from the Smartphones of the
market. The Samsung Galaxy S2 has been armed with TouchWiz interface. This is for providing
support for social networking and for input of Swupe text. As a result of this, the users can write
necessary emails and messages more comfortably. The effect is definitely better than what one can
note when one work with other conventional keyboards.

Camera of the Samsung Galaxy S2 performs excellently with 8 Mega Pixel which is enough to
produce snaps at 3264 x 2448 resolutions. The users get photos of fantastic quality and precision.
The camera is perfectly good for 1080p video recording and anybody can record his own video
recreations and much of 64GB can be used. One should not forget microSD too. Moreover, images
or videos will be free from hassle, because the camera contains the features like auto focus, LED
flash, bit focus, smile detection and image stabilization.
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